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In Remsla and Commitment (Cambridge UP, 1993) Roger 
Trigg is concerned with defending the notion of objectivity-- 
of things b e h g  the case whether people r e c o p b e  them or 
not--against the various forms of relativism as found in ethics, 
religion, ianp~nge and science, Ry considering the works of 
Wittganstein. Kaahn. Hare and others in these fields Trigg 
finds relativism as fundamentally unsound and not worthy of 
support. We will first consider some of the general arguments 
used by Trigg against relativism and then examine his consid- 
eration of various thhkess. 

Trigg readily admits that we cannot view the world without 
employhg some conceptual system, but this, however, d m s  
not mean that we are locked ""within9' such a system or that 
such a system defies objective assessment. It is simply trivial 
to note that we must describe the world by some conceptud 
system and most assuredly mistaken to let this h c t  be the 
source of relativism. The demand for a "neutral way9' of de- 
scribing the world is wrong-headed; it forgets that cornition is 
a relation and that the knower must play an active role. Thisof 
course, is not to say that things as they are cannot be known 
but only that we should not assume that ""knowing things as 
they are" must be accomplished without some conceptual sys- 
tem. Relativism requkes more than just nothg that man has a 
consciousness, 

W%oreo\7er9 Trigg considers relativism as interndly incoher- 
ent. The claim that there is no hdependent reaEty but only 
"reaGties" relative to  the person or smiety is itseu a claim to 
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truth, an attempt to declare what is objectively the ease. 
"Thus, the very denial. of elae possibgity of some"c,hing baing 
bidependently or objectively yea% itself rests on the view that  
the various realities are objectively real." (ip 2) I f  the relativ- 
ist claims that the truth of his position is only relative to  
himself or his society, there is no poine lo his utterance, for 
the whole purpose of his position is t o  describe other societies 
or persons as well. Thus, relativism in general seems t o  be 
self-refuthg or, at has t ,  a meaningless exercise. 

Sometimes the defender of objectivity is accused of begdng  
the question, for if the objectivist admits that it is impossible 
to argue otrtside of all conceptual hameworks, how can he just- 
tifiably critiche those who do not operate in his framework? 
How can, for example, the western medical researcher criti- 
cize the African witch-doctorWhat the former means byU"evi- 
deaee" or ""viruses"' wig1 not count as asmments against the 
witch-doctor, for there is a fundamental clash in world views 
here. The westerla scientist cannot prove the correctness of his 
account of certain diseases (or the witcb-doctor of his) without 
b e g ~ n g  the question in favor of his own concephai frame- 
work, Thus, how can one's account of disease be called true 
whije the oxherQs is false? 

me:-, &I--  - - L A -  L L  a LL2- k ~ ~ g g  C V K I - ~ C L I ~  B I B ~ L ~ ~  L I L ~ I ,  L K ~  argwment treads again on the 
assumption that knowhg the truth must be sccon~plished 
without some conceptual system, which, sf course, is absurd. 
Yet, the relaktivis"iries to pull more out of this admission than 
it ahlows. From the fact that someone must be thkking in his 
own terms (after all the western scientist must think like a 
western scientist), nsthhg foflosws regarding the impossibiaity 
of k i n g  objective, ""I other words, the accusation about beg- 
ging the question itself presupposes that the objectivist is 
wrong, and that a belief that om's conceptual scheme refiects 
reaPity must be mistaken, The a r v u m e a t  is only a good one 
relativism is correct, and that is what is a"cissue." (p. 17) The 
admission, then, that we operate from a conceptual frame- 
work in no way rules out the possibifity of our criticking the 
adequateness of other conceptual systems and our b e h g  @or- 
rect in dohg  so. Another thing that Trigg notes in reply is 
simply that the mere existence of an unresolved d i s a ~ e e m e n t  
still, leaves the relativist-objectivisL controversy wide open. 
Just because the western scientist and witch-dwtor do not 
accept each other's presuppasitions, this does not mean a 
M o ~  that one set sf presuppgisitisans cannot be true. Just as it 
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takes more than the fact of human consciousness to estabEsh 
relativism, so the existence of unresolved disapeements wih 
not suffice either, 

Part of Trigg's defense of objectivity entails a consideration 
of a related issue--namely, 'Why should one be rational?" Isn't 
this after ald the basic commitment which cannot be justified 
without begging the question? What justification can be offer- 
ed for being rational"?rCgg earefu1;illy refrains from attempting 
to justgy being rational; he, in fact, finds W. W. Bartley's 
justification inadequate. Trigg notes instead that there is 
""ssmtking wrong with the notion of justifcation of rational- 
ity, because clearly it is itself a concept from .koithiaa rational- 
ity. Anyone who wants such a justification wants to stand omt- 
side of rationagty while remaining inside, and this is obviously 
incoherent." (p. 149) Thus, one must refrain from attempting 
to justi$ that which is fundamental or basic to all justification. 
One must realize that where no justification is possible, none 
should be demanded. This, of course, does not make rational- 
ity a mere arbitrary c o m ~ t m e n t  but rather soxething akin to 
a first principle in the Aristotelian sense, for one must use rea- 
son in trying to deny it. 

So far we have seen that Trigg's defense of objectivity has 
been concerned to combat relativism as it pertains to truth 
claims. A large part of his book, however, is directed toward 
criticizing the notion that the very meaning of a concept is 
ultimately determined by one's commitments (usually the 
""frms of life" to whieh one belongs) and that it is impossible 
for persons with different commitments to disagree in terms 
both sides can understand, It is as if there were a ""compart- 
mentaEzation of language and understanding'' causing people 
to live in " different worlds." The world views, for example, of 
the theist and atheist are so diverse that it is not so much that 
they disagree on the question of God's existence as it is that 
they really don't understand each other. This attitude, accord- 
ing t o  Trigg, is relativism in its most extreme aform, and he 
calls it "conceptual 

As to whether coneeptud relativism as so described is the 
most correct understanding of Wittgenstein's view of meaning 
we shan see later; it is however a common contemporary atti- 
tude of some Wittgensteimian interpreters, and Trigg's argu- 
ment against it is most fascinating. Trigg contends that there 
must be some objective feature to language because this 
allows people of fundamentally difkrent views to understand 



each other. If Banmage were solely a conlsentionalked activ- 
ity, whose very context of operatron was kseE result of eom- 
mitment, then there could be s o  d i sa~eemenk  between people 
of varying basic views. Cor~~municaiien would not be possible 
and language itself .;lould be destroyed, for there would kre 
nothing a b o ~ ~ t  which to disapee.  Yet, people do d i sapee  
about fundamental issues, The theist and atheist haften- much 
effort) do understand each others system and still disavee; 
theirs is a real dispute. They are ta&-ing sbwlat the same thing 
(this wor%d) but making different claims aSanut it, Trigg 
armepi, then, that if "we asan u~ldsrstand those we disavee 
with, lapasage must be understood to be about one world, 
where certain states sf affairs ho1$,'7(p 15) Anycsne who wish- 
es t o  deny or blur ihe distinction between the way the world is 
and wh& we say it is rn11st also deny that disapeemeat is 
possible, and this is patently absurd. Thus, we cannot Set the 
desire to be tolerant or the d e s k  to  understand someone's 
system sf thought allow us is blur this distinction. It is only 
because this dist,imtion is in principle possible that we can 
have belief and d i s a ~ e e m e n t  h the first place. Not only, then, 
does the concept sf truth underpin the notions of belief and 
disageemeat, it is also the main function of larapage to 
a$~empt to ehdt  it, e^Y---6: -=aariud fu~et ion of "atinguage . {is t o  
communicate truth, or a t  least purported truth." (pa 153) 
Though not the only fuaancties~ of language, statement-making 
is its central purpose. Whether taEking about the type of 
weather or the ultimate nature sf existence, from the simple 
to the complex, language cannot be understood without this 
objee"bve feature. 

Trigg is on s8bd @ou~fJi Sn demanding that Banwage rnust 
have an objective feature to it. His continued refiance, how- 
ever, on reductio & absu~&am does leave us leas than eom- 
pletely satisfied, One wishes that Trigg would deal with the 
underlying presumption of conceptual relativism--name%gi, 
that language is more Eke a game than anything else, Be 
should show more apprecjalion for this contention because the 
question as to  whether language can best be understood by a 
game ana log  is not an idle concern regarding the choice be- 
tween mere medapnors. It is rather a question regarding the 
very nature of language itself, and since many philosophical 
problems require clariEsaxion sad cnderstaading as opposed 
to hformatlon for their solution, the aethod of analogy is 
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quite Iegitcimate, for it consists in a search for signsicant simi- 
larities between the subject matter under question and some- 
thing we already understand, Thus, the stren@h of the game 
analogy rests ow the recowition that it is to  provide a p e a t e r  
understanding of language in terms of something we already 
understand, i.e., games, and indeed these are many simdari- 
ties between them, Both are rule-governed activities with cer- 
tain 'hoves" required and prohibited. Both have an abdity to 
mesdZy non-essential rules but st39 maintain the basic ones. 
Merely resorting, then, to  reduction ad absurdurn leaves the 
impression that the comparison between lanmage and games 
cannot be dbectly chauenged. Trigg's defense sf objedivity 
should challenge this analom in terms of its own method, for if 
the game analogy is successfu2, then language must be under- 
stood as a self -connection with the world. It would be purely 
eonven~icanal and its rules would not be subject to any appraisal 
by reference to the facts of reality. Games are perfectly mean- 
indu% without such reference, thus, why not language? 

The key objection to thls arwment is to admit that there is 
indeed an ana log  between ranwage and games: but there are 
other analogies that are even closer. ""There are many rule 
determined activities whose rules, unl&e those of games, are 
subject to appraisal as l e ~ t i m a t e  or ifledtimate by appeal to 
facts external to the activity." (Panayot Butchvarsv, The Con- 
cept o f K ~ o w k d g e  [Evanaton, 18.: Northwestern Univ. Press, 
19701, p. 133.) I t  has been suggested, for example, that 
language is more analogous to fire-fighting than to any game 
on the  ~ o u n d s  that language and fire-fighting both have 
contexts of operation that are not rule dependent wh3e a 
game does. (Butchvarov, p. 134.) When one plays a game, the 
context is a function of the rules. You use rules to establish the 
cora"ce%t in which moves take place. The context is as arbitrary 
as the  rules, e.g,, the kinds of pieces, their arrangement and 
stage of the game, are all functions of arbitrary rules. In fire- 
Eghting the context is not a result of rules; the context is a 
result of objective fact and the rules of fke-fighting deal with 
this context, The context for linguistic "moves," ee,g,, ""There 
are two chairs,99 is also .not determined by any rules. That 
there are chaks and there are two of them in no way depends 
on linguistic convention or comdtment;  and, of course, this is 
the very point of Trigg saying that language is about the 
world. Language, then, though rule governed and highly 
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conventional, is more Bike fise-fighting than a game. Thus, the  
method of analom can be used to directly challenge the gi&me 
analogy and provide a basis for establishing language's objec- 
tive feature. This realization in conjunction with Trigg's use of 
reductio ad absurdurn leaves little support for conceptual rela- 
tivism. 

One outstanding aspect of this work is Trigg's in teeat ion 
of the various positions in dzferent fields into a cluster of 
related ideas--ideas which all tend to stress commitment t o  
self-sufficient conceptual systems a t  the expense sf objective 
assessmentm By considerkg various viewpoints on science, 
ethics, and religion, Trigg f h d s  the notion of objectivity under 
attack by conceptual relativism. Kuhn's view of the incom- 
mensurability of competing paradigms and the lack of justzi- 
cation for the choice between them; Hare's view that our 
"bilks" (fundamental attitudes and beliefs) are adopted in a 
vacuum where nothing can count for or agahst  them; and D. 
Z. Phillips view that religion cannot be justified or rejected by 
any "all-embracing" view of truth are a few of the more prom- 
inent examinations made by Trigg. Trigg subjects these posi- 
tions and others to the same deft criticism we have already 
seen. Relathism in any form is Trigg's target, and he consid- 
ers many fashionable notions as his target. 

Easily the most fashionable and certainly the most important 
notion examined by Trigg is Wittgenstein" concept of a, " b r m  
of life." Trigg seems to  be aware that this is a most problema- 
tic concept, but he takes "a 'form of life9 to be a community of 
those sharing the same concepts." jp. 64.) According to the  
interpreters Trigg has chosen to concentrate upon, there is no 
doubt that a 'Yorm of life" constitutes an ultimate c o m ~ t m e n t  
to which all reason and facts must be subordinate. Whether 
viewed as a commitment to a social system, as TouBdn seems 
to suggest, or as a commitment to  a way of life entading a 
moral code, as Beardsmore iraapfies, the ""frm of life9' concept 
is viewed as incompatible with and opposed to the notions of 
objectivity and truth as such. This may be a correct result 
from certain views of the "form sf life9' notion, but there is 
another understanding of ""frm of lifeq9 that does not entaa 
conceptual relativism and in fact supports objectivity--an 
understanding which in many respects seems what Wittgen- 
stein actually proposed. 

In order to u9derstand this view of the "form of Bfe" notion, 
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we should remember that Trigg admits that we must use some 
conceptual system to understand the world and that it is silly 
for anyone to demand that we view the world without some 
conceptual system. Thus, we can ask if there is a cer tah way 
of understanding the world that results from the fact that we 
are human beings? Or, to put the question in its classic form: 
What are the conditions for the possibj4ity of knowledge? If we 
ask this question, we see that indeed human beings do have a 
peculiar way of knowing-.usually it is called coneeptualka- 
tion--and this is one of the conditions for knowledge. Now, are 
there any conditions for conceptuse1 knowledge? According to 
Wittgentstein there must be certain judmewts which ""sand 
fast for us" and constitute the "Hven." These judgments are 
the  general view of the world we as humn  beings have 
formed or inherited, In  C k  Certainty these j u d ~ e n t s  are the 
propositions which form what Moore cd8ed "Lhe ""cmnraon 
sense" view of the world. These judments  are presupposed in 
any concept being meanhdul,  for they are a part sf the very 
framework from which we learn the meaning of a esneept. 
r-i b here is no way to  learn the meaning of a term by ostensive 
definition alone. Some training is presupposed; some basic 
j u d p e n t s  are aheady made, This "@ven9' is what Wittgen- 
stein calls the "form of life," and it is a condition for conceptu- 
alhation and thus knowledge, Tar the extePat, then, that  we 
reaJize that human beings must employ some conceptual frame- 
work, then the preconditions for a conceptual system making 
sense must be acknowledged which, for Wittgensteh, is the 
"form of life." 

In many respects Wittgenstein's arwment  is Kantian in 
that  ""form of Hep9 functions 61 a manner parallel to Kant's 
"form of sensibiEtyp9* for both are conditions for their being 
knowledge. There is, however, a significant difference: our 
abiEty to conceive of human behgs in a make-believe manner 
as having different conceptual structures or dzferent "hrms 
of 13s" f om that which we actually have in no way entags a 
subjective view of the world. In fact, any serious or cognitive 
consideration of ""possible" would not admit such an 
alternative, for there is no way that we could have any con- 
ception of what this alternative "form of life9' m&ht be. So, 
there  are no alternatives to  the "form of hZeq9 we find ourselves 
caught up in, and thus there is no sue& thing as b e k g  corn- 
d t t e d  t o  a "hrm of 13eq' as Trigg suggests, 
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An exceLlent statement of this interpretation of ""fsrrn of 
life9' is as foUows: 

We can raise the question of what is objective or othemise ~ n i y  within 
the conceptual scheme that we have, gkvena our form of liiie, since to  ask 
whether something is objective is to  ask whether it is objective as a 
such-and-such. To have classified something as a slaclz-and-such is al- 
ready to have rravoked and applied a set of concepts; we cannot get  slat- 
side these concepts altogether to raise questions about objectivity iwde- 
pendent of them. This is what is wrong with forms of idealism that  
attempt to undermine the possibility of objectivity by emphasking the  
fact that although the only conception of the world that we can conkem- 
plate is the one that we have come to have, we might always have cone  
to a dXferent one. The sense in which the last is true does not elata.9 
subjectivism or conventionafism such that there ase nn standards of ob- 
jectivity but all is subjective or a matter of hasman convention. (D. Ws  
Hamiyn, The Theow ~fBi"720zhiledge [Garden C ~ t y ,  N.Y,: Anchor 3ooks, 
19'601, pp. 72-73.) 

The key difr"erence, then, between this view of '"form of life" 
and the one that Trigg considers is that ""form of life" is here 
considered as our conception of reality as  a whoie--our con- 
ception of reality as such. As Trigg is so concerned to show, it 
makes no sense to speak of "'realities9', and in the same way, i t  
makes no sense to speak of rival ""forms of iiSeSP' Thus, upon 
this interpretation of the notion of "form of life," conceptvai 
reiativis~n does not follow. 

Trigg has a r v e d  that  the mere fact of human disapeement 
(and therefore of humarl communication) implies that there 
must be one world where certain states of affairs hold. This 
alternative interpretation of the concept of "form of &few also 
underscores this very point, for it tries to say what some of 
these states of affairs must be. Indeed, this is %be very point of 
Wittgenstein's argument against universal scepticism in On 
Certainty. "The sceptic must undersstand his doubt, If i t  is an 
intelligible doubt, it must be expressable in language. In other 
words, he must at  Peast be certain L B ~  the meaning of his words 
in which he expresses his ur%fverssl doubt. If he i s  certain he 
knows what his language means, he must also be certain of the 
criteria which give language its meaning. These criteria are 
states of affairs or facts in the world, and hence to  doubt every 
fact about the world woulck be to  destroy the criteria] finks 
with his language, thus depriving i h f  meaning." (Patrick J. 
Bearsley, "Aquinas and Wittgenstein On the Grounds of Cert- 
tairlty," The hff3dem Schoolm~z,  LI, May, 19'74, pp. 331-332.) 
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These facts, as already stated, are expressed in what Moore 
caJled the ""comn~om sense9' view of the world, namely, such 
j u d v e n t s  as: Ghere existed a living human body which was his 
body, that he was a human being, that  the earth had existed 
for many years before his body was born, that he had had 
many experiences, and that he bad often observed facts about 
other bodies, etc. Further, '#ittgenstein leaves no doubt that 
these are not the only facts that are  presupposed, e.g,, ""My 
hiend hasn't sawdust in his head," or even ""The holng  point 
of watm is 100"C, at sea level," are j u d p e n t s  which stand at  
the foundations of our language. Such judgments according t o  
1 $I 7 A  i~tgenastefn note the states of affairs, the "'given," the "form 

of life" which are a part of the very process by which human 
beings know and rs~lderstaa~d the worid. 

A fu14 consideration of Moore-type propositions is most like- 
ly one of the key ways of appreciating what Wittgenstein 
meant by 6 ' f o r ~ ~  of Ida." There are many questions that should 
be raised regarding them, In particular, just what is the lad- 
cai status of these basic judgments which "'stand fastW"?ow 
are such judgments formed? These are questions that Taigg 
would ask and should be answered, bent we cannot go into 
these here. I t  wid just have to  be sufiicient to say that there is 
not necessarily any conflict between this alternative view of 
''form of I&" and the notions of objectivity and truth as such, 
Further, we even think there are p e a l  advantages found in 
this alternative view 06 "form of Efe" for defending objectivity 
against the standard a r p m e n t s  advanced by conceptual rela- 
tivism, H l  Is only because we find Trigg's book, Reason and 
Commitment, such an important work for epistemology that 
we think such an alternative understanding of Wittgenstein's 
central concept worth considering, It may he that nsrs inter- 
pretative enterprise of "form of life9kan be fully satisfactory, 
for i t  is not clear that Wittgenstein ever fully explained the 
notion itself, but this still does not diminish the importance of 
the notion. 

Trigg9s book kis a very significant contributions to phgosophy 
because be chailenges much of the irrationality that is hiding 
under f he guise of commitment. Commitments, themsehes, 
must be  tested for their truth or falsity: one cannot step 
outside of the responsibaity of judging whether in science, 
ethics, 0% religion. This is the breath of fresh air that 'Prigg 
brings. 




